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Spectrahue inspires spiritual wisdom and a universal connection among people.
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LIGHT IS INDISPENSABLE
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medical advances than all of the
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ENERGY MEDICINE
ON THE RISE
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FOLLOWING NATURAL
PATHWAYS
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can support most holistic programs to
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to self heal, regulate and maintain
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which influences us on many levels.

REARRANGE OUR ENERGY
Spectrahue color harmonics use
may be beneficial in a professional
setting, but it can also be embraced
into your spiritual regime.

ENERGY RESEARCH TODAY

Lumalight sessions are a complete

Today, the field of vital energies is

mind/body and spiritual experience

drawing interest from even traditional
thinkers. This non-diagnostic and non
LED laser use of light and color is
finding widespread acceptance among
alternative and integrative medicine
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as we are holographic in nature. To
introduce crystal colors and sacred
geometry into our lives is a heartfelt
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It is the perfect complement to all
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influencing the energy field (aura).

THE SPECTRAHUE EDGE
Lumalight color brilliance is achieved through crystal quality filters. Our
ergonomic-design penlights deliver color energy paired with sacred geometry,
using its filter attachment design. Its superior finish allows for use in specialty
practices. There are 64 interchangeable color and geometry components.
Lumalight continuously evolves with advanced teachings in workshop format
based on the published books by its developer. All Lumalight systems include
educational material and customer support. There are six packages available
with various levels of training.

Lumalight

by

SpectrahueTM

Lumalight Spectral System
7 Rainbow Color Light Set

Lumalight Premium System
15 Spectral and Spiritual Filter Light Set

Lumalight Deluxe System
22 Spectral, Spiritual and Advanced Filter Light Set

Lumalight Color & Geometry System
46 Color & Geometry Piece Light Set

Lumalight Universal System
64 Color & Geometry Piece Light Set
The Professional Choice
Visit our website spectrahue.com for complete product listing.

SPECTRAHUE’S
EDUCATION PACKAGES
Spectrahue Color Harmonics System, which includes Lumalight color harmonics
tools and its education programs in various formats, is more than an energy-based
modality. Lumalight use is a spiritual art of working in the subtle energy fields to
encourage a harmonious flow on all levels.
All Lumalight systems include Energetically Correct: A Journey into Color
Harmonics, a comprehensive home study training program that sets the foundation
and theory of Spectrahue color harmonics as well as the use of the spectral and
spiritual color filters.
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GOLDEN LIGHT SERIES – HOME STUDY PROGRAM
This educational series offers advanced teachings in Lumalight use.
Level 1 - Golden Light: A Journey with Advanced Colorworks
Level 2 - Vibration and Thought: Blueprints of Life
Level 3 - Golden Light: Lumalight Chromatic Essentials
Level 4 - Golden Light: Lumalight and Essential Oils
Develop your intuitive abilities with Spectrahue Universal Oracle Cards

LUMALIGHT CERTIFICATE COURSES
Join us a nationally accredited Lumalight course for practical experience with the
lights. Our workshop series: Lumalight: The Art of Color Harmonics™ is based on
the Golden Light Series of advanced color harmonics explorations.

POWER OF THE RAINBOW
Color is energy and also source information that guides our emotions.
Millions of shades of color make up our rainbow spectrum, each being a
vibration and frequency with the ability to nourish us in many ways, such as
sun ripe fruits and vegetables. And the geometry patterns in Lumalight sets
shape the intent of this vital energy as the penlight is shone into the aura.
We experience a range of emotions throughout our lives. Color light can
influence these feelings and gently guide us in a new direction as our soul
strives for self love, harmony and balance. As with all energy-based modalities,
it is a personal journey and a process of self discoveries.

RED

GREEN

hot, stimulating

balancing, calming

ORANGE

BLUE

warm, encouraging

cool, sedating

YELLOW

VIOLET

warm, purifying

cold, clearing

SPECT R AHU E C O L O R H A R MO NIC S
E NH ANCE S :


Radiance, Vitality, Clarity



Emotional Upset, Sleeplessness



Facial Rejuvenation



Stress, Tension, Sluggishness



Skin Texture and Tone



Mind, Body, Spirit Balance



Cleansing and Purifying



Meditation Practices



Body Balance and Relaxation



Spiritual Development

WHO SHOULD OFFER
SPECTRAHUE
COLOR HARMONICS?
Wellness Professionals • Acupuncturists • Naturopaths
Chiropractors • Energy Psychologists • Aromatherapists
Massage Therapists • Bodyworkers • Reflexologists
Holistic Veterinarians and Animal Care • Kinesiologists
Energy Medicine Practitioners • Holistic Nurses • Spiritualists

IT’S PERFECT FOR
PETS, ALSO!
Our beloved friends have the same dependence on color light as us, as each
species exhibits its own energy-driven meridian system. Spectrahue color
harmonics has demonstrated a capacity to encourage healing and well-being
in dogs, horses, cats, and birds. That makes it a suitable and gentle therapy
for home care, animal trainers and veterinary clinics to offer their clientele.
Lumalight supports holistic care at all stages of life.

TESTIMONIALS
“Lumalight is the Cadillac of
color therapy tools. It facilitates
my patients to get in touch
with their own core and heal
their most profound issues.
After experiencing that deep
psychosomatic integration,
I cannot imagine working
without the Lumalight.”
– Shoshana, DDS, MS Ac., NY
“Spectrahue Color Harmonics
is the most important
aspect of every
treatment that I give!
It is the Alpha & the
Omega for Light Therapy.”
– Jeanne, Acupuncturist, NY

“I helped a patient who was
paralyzed in her legs for many
years. After she experienced
Lumalight she said, ‘Look, look,
feel my legs, I’m starting to feel
the warmth in my legs.’
She was just amazed by it.”
– Julian, Energy Therapist,
Canada
“Lumalight applications
enhance all of my aesthetic,
reiki and reflexology
treatments. My clients are
reporting better longer lasting
results and feeling more
serene during sessions.”
– Tamara, Reflexologist, CA

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE LUMALIGHT
SERIES & WORKSHOPS, CONTACT:

Spectrahue
Light & Sound Inc.
Toronto, Canada

(416) 340-0882
SPECTRAHUE.COM
Disclaimer: No medical claims made or implied. Lumalight is not a medical device, and is non-invasive and
non-diagnostic. It is for exploration and experimentation purposes only. This information does not replace
the advise or care of your health care professional. Visit www.spectrahue.com for complete details.

